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AIP Publishing’s digital book collections provide reliable and up-to-date
information for researchers, professionals, and students. These titles give
readers the tools they need to discover, investigate, learn, and explore across
the physical sciences.

ABOUT THE BOOKS Complementing and fully integrated with our journal

portfolio, the digital books are published as one of four types:

PRINCIPLES:
DISCOVER

METHODS:
INVESTIGATE

Survey a topic, with
introductory material for
new entrants and recent
developments for experts.

Examines new techniques
for data collection and
analysis through tutorial
content and protocols.

PROFESSIONAL:
LEARN

PERSPECTIVES:
EXPLORE

Provides guidance on
training and development
for educators and
professionals.

Offer an in-depth analysis
of a specialist topic.

AAPT BOOK ARCHIVE
Available as a standalone purchase, the AAPT Book
Archive is a collection of titles published prior to 2020
and previously only available in print. The archive is
a core resource for readers, offering classic, historical
content in digitally remastered formats providing modern
options for readers.

Core Subject Areas:
• Materials Science
• Biological Physics
• Optics & Photonics
• Edcation
• Energy

• Condensed Matter
• Mathematical &
Theoretical Physics
• Chemical Physics
• Nanotechnology

Accessible on scitation.org
With full integration on scitation.org, the
books live alongside our journal portfolio
guaranteeing users:
• IP authenticated access
• Downloads to portable devices
• Search at the keyword level across the platform

KEY FEATURES FOR READERS
• Figure viewer - Explore graphs, charts and images
in detail
• Metrics - Tracking the reach and impact of each
chapter of each book
• Multiple formats - HTML, ePub, print, and PDF
• Mobile optimized - Accessible on the go
• Indexed - Searchable on scitation.org
• IP authentication - No individual login required

KEY FEATURES FOR LIBRARIANS
• No DRM - digital rights management
• Unlimited, simultaneous access for multiple users
• Allows CrossRef linking on reference lists
• Indexing, chapter level DOIs, and hyperlinks
to reference content
• Low-cost print options for your readers
• Analytics for tracking usage
• MARC Records

• Downloadable and citable illustrations for easy
transfer, printing, and saving

SUBMIT NEW IDEAS
Do your researchers or faculty members have book ideas,
proposals, or manuscripts ready for publication?
Would they be interested in reviewing book proposals?

LET US KNOW!

Contact Our
Team Today!
books@aip.org
publishing.aip.org/books

Our commissioning team will be happy
to discuss how your institution’s
researchers can become part of
our book program.

Learn more about AIP Publishing’s book collections
and purchasing options.

visit
publishing.aip.org/books

CONTACT YOUR SALES MANAGER

SALES@AIP.ORG

AIP PUBLISHING

+1 516 576 2270

1305 WALT WHITMAN RD. SUITE 300

+1 800 344 6902

MELVILLE, NY 11747
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